We present several of them up to the knowledge of the author.
Goldstein [G, 1995] obtained the FCLT for a general anti-symmetric additive functional of a symmetric Markov process.
For the simple exclusion process with an asymmetric mean zero probability kernel, Varadhan [Va, 1995] Xu [Xu, 1993] .
More recently for general quasi-symmetric Markov processes, Osada and Saitoh [OS, 1995] get the finite dimensional CLT for fairly general additive functional ( St ) under a condition of type (1.2) (see [OS, (1.6)] ). And they obtained the corresponding FCLT for rather general additive functionals related to reflected diffusions. In a non published preprint [W2, 1995] [W l, 1995] that the ingenious forward-backward martingale decomposition of Meyer-ZhengLyons (see [MZ, 1984] , [LZ, 1988] Let T = 1N and write P = Pl. Let P* be the adjoint operator of P in a) and P" = (P + P* ) /2, the symmetrization of P. (b) For every f E Ho, the following properties are equivalent:
Exf, f &#x3E; +oo; [MZ,1985] and it was developped systematically by Lyons and Zheng [LZ, 1988] (HI) D is a sub-algebra ofC(E) contained in .~(,C) n 117(,C*), so that ( ~ 2~~ , D) is essentially self-adjoint in Here C(E) is the space of real continuous functions on E, and £* is the adjoint of £ in L 2 ( E , a ) (then the generator of ( Pt ) in L 2 ( c~ ) by [Ka] (c) With F-probabiliny one, the sequence is precompact in C( ~0,1~ ) and all its limit points are contained in Proof. -The maximal inequality (3.11 ) follows from (3.6a,b) and (3.9). The compactness criteria (b), (c) follow from (3.9), the discrete time's FCLT and FLIL for forward or backward martingale (Lemma A.1 ) [Va, 1995] Having this a priori estimation and using an approximation procedure if necessary, we can assume that ml is bounded.
In that bounded case, Dembo [De, 1996] We prove the forward-backward decomposition (3.9) in the actual context, which without (HI) requires Fukushima's decomposition from the Dirichlet form theory under (1.5) (see [MR, p. 
